This volume explores some of the many different meanings of community across medieval Eurasia. The studies assembled here in thematic clusters address the terminology of community, genealogies, urban communities, and monasteries or ‘enclaves of learning’: in particular in early medieval Europe, medieval South Arabia and Tibet, and late medieval Central Europe and Dalmatia. It includes works by medieval historians, social anthropologists, and Asian Studies scholars. The volume presents the results of in-depth comparative research from the ‘Visions of Community’ project in Vienna, and of a dialogue with guests, offering new and exciting perspectives on the emerging field of comparative medieval history.
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This volume aims at providing an introduction to the many different types of medieval source material from Central and South-Eastern Europe. Its focus is on treating methodological problems connected with the transmission and study of medieval texts, images and other sources; in doing so it will not only provide new perspectives on the medieval history of the area of interest, but also present source material that has hitherto been absent from introductory literature. Moreover, contrary to other German-language literature on this subject, it focuses specifically on South-Eastern Europe and the adjacent parts of the Holy Roman Empire – from the Crusader States and the Balkans to present-day Austria and Bohemia. As such, this volume will introduce students to an interesting region in a highly dynamic era, and in the process guide them through discussions ranging from periodization and genre identification to different research traditions and institutional backgrounds of both sources and interpretations. Reflecting the common research interests of all European project parts of VISCOM, this volume is a collaboration between the projects studying High Medieval Central Europe and Late Medieval Dalmatia specifically, and it will tap the expertise of many external specialists as well.
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Following the VISCOM Opening Conference in January 2012, the co-editors, Andre Gingrich and Christina Lutter, have gathered the most challenging contributions for a special issue of the peer-reviewed journal ‘History and Anthropology’. The goal of this collection has been to show the limits and possibilities connected with the development of new methods of comparison in the social and historical sciences, such as those attempted by the members of “Visions of Community”. A truly collaborative effort, the contributions highlight many of the methodological questions and concepts central to the project, and offer various perspectives on how to tackle them; the authors have not only reflected on comparative research as such, but also on the added challenge of inter- and transdisciplinary intersections.
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This volume looks at ‘visions of community’ in a comparative perspective, from Late Antiquity to the dawn of the age of crusades. It addresses the question of why and how distinctive new political cultures developed after the disintegration of the Roman World, and to what degree their differences had already emerged in the first post-Roman centuries. The Latin West, Orthodox Byzantium and its Slavic periphery, and the Islamic world each retained different parts of the Graeco-Roman heritage, while introducing new elements. For instance, ethnicity became a legitimizing element of rulership in the West, remained a structural element of the imperial periphery in Byzantium, and contributed to the inner dynamic of Islamic states without becoming a resource of political integra-

Similarly, the political role of religion also differed between the emerging post-Roman worlds. The contributions to the volume explore this new line of research and look at different aspects of the process, with leading western Medievalists, Byzantinists and Islamicists covering a wide range of pertinent topics. At a closer look, some of the apparent differences between the West and the Islamic world seem less distinctive, and the inner variety of all post-Roman societies becomes more marked. At the same time, new variations in the discourse of community and the practice of power emerge. Anybody interested in the development of the post-Roman Mediterranean, but also in the relationship between the Islamic World and the West, will gain new insights from these studies on the political role of ethnicity and religion in the post-Roman Mediterranean.
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Conclusions by LESLIE BRUBAKER and CHRIS WICKHAM
In Eastern and Western past societies, ideas about the present and the future were shaped by the expectations that all things must end. This belief in the Last Things has an integral place in Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism. The aim of the two volumes ‘Cultures of Eschatology’ is to come to a more nuanced understanding of how eschatological thought influenced and factored into the political and religious perception and self-definition of medieval communities. How did notions of an imminent end shape a community’s identity, the perception of other communities and an individual’s perspective towards life and the world?
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When empires lost their grip on peripheral areas, new political communities could emerge. Often, military elites from outside the empire, who had been more or less involved with its defence system, ruled them. Frequently, a political landscape of the 'middle ground' evolved, with several competing political centres and considerable extension into the barbarian fringes of the imperial system. These 'sub-imperial' powers could remain in an unstable balance with the empire, they could eventually replace it, or be drawn into the imperial sphere again.

Such new political powers usually faced similar challenges, but relied on rather different structures, with widely different outcomes. The most obvious differences lay in their self-representation and outside perception. Many relied on dynastic legitimacy, many on ethnic identification, often also in combination. All of them sought imperial legitimation, though to very different degrees: a few also claimed imperial status themselves. Most of these polities relied on rather different structures, with widely different outcomes. The period is thus exceptionally well suited to study the various expansive and erosive dynamics of empires, and their interaction with somehow smaller communities.

The emerging questions are best addressed from a comparative perspective. The volume does not aim at an overall model, but at mid-range comparison that does not take the West (and its notions of empire) as a conceptual benchmark. What also distinguishes this book from many other comparative contributions is that it is the mid-range comparison that does not take the West (and its notions of empire) as a conceptual benchmark. What also distinguishes this book from many other comparative contributions is that it is the work of an international research group uniting some of the best scholars in their respective fields, who came together in yearly meetings between 2013 and 2017 to develop the research questions and discuss successive drafts of the papers. The chapters are in-depth studies written in full awareness of the other contributions; taken together, they constitute a major contribution to the advancement of comparative studies on pre-modern empires.
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PRACTICING COMMUNITY IN URBAN AND RURAL EURASIA (1000–1600)
Comparative Perspectives & Interdisciplinary Approaches
Fabian Kümmeler, Eirik Hovden, Judit Majorossy (Eds.)
Brill, Leiden
Expected Publication Date: 2019

This volume explores the social practices of framing, building, and enacting community in urban-rural relations by comparing case studies from Central and Southeast Europe through the Mediterranean and the Arabian Peninsula to Central Asia and Tibet. Choosing an interdisciplinary and comparative approach, the contributions focus on a broad spectrum of social practices, discursive and symbolical framing of communities, as well as expressions of community in performance and material culture in different regional and cultural contexts.

Conceiving urban and rural communities as being composed of ‘multiple layers of communitarian belonging’, the contributions refer to (and apply) a series of research questions elaborated in a series of international workshops aimed at a coherent linking of the meaning, ideas and discourses about the concept of “communities” in the Middle Ages. As communities emerge, are strengthened and changed by the social practices of its members and in the interaction with external groups, the authors scrutinize practical aspects of communal life in urban-rural relation against the background of power politics, legal systems and visions of community in the respective cultural and geographical contexts, by focusing on four dimensions:

1) The practical aspect of sustaining a community in and throughout urban-rural relations by the management of resources, infrastructure, exchange of goods, administration and information, etc.

2) The forms of representing, symbolizing and enacting community through public buildings and performative culture in a spatial setting.

3) The practices of integration and differentiation in a long-term perspective by scrutinizing various forms of endowments dedicated to specific purposes in order to serve the common good.

4) The enactment of community in a spatial perspective by analysing processes of integration and differentiation via the practice of religious and secular processions. The volume is a result of continuously challenging the discussion of urban and non-urban communities within the framework of VISCOM.

With contributions from:
Maaike VAN BERKEL, Hubert FEIGLSTORFER, Andre GINGRICH, Károly GODA, Elisabeth GRUBER, Johann HEISS, Kateřina HORNÍČKOVÁ, Eirik HOVDEN, Christian JAHODA, Christiane KALANTARI, Hugh KENNEDY, Odile KOMMER, Fabian KÜMMELER, Christina LUTTER, Judit MAJOROSSY, Ermanno ORLANDO, Noha SADEK, Oliver Jens SCHMITT
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HISTORIOGRAPHY & IDENTITY vol. 4
WRITING HISTORY ACROSS MEDIEVAL EURASIA
Walter Pohl, Daniel Mahoney (Eds.)
Brepols, Turnhout
Publication Date: 2019

This volume examines the social function of historical writing across various world regions from Europe through the Islamic world to China during the medieval period. These chapters explore how historiographical works in these diverse contexts construct and shape identities, as well as communicate ‘visions of community’ and legitimate political claims.
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The volume discusses Central European and Eastern Central European historiographies of the High and Late Middle Ages. It deals with histories written in a time which brought about a profound differentiation of medieval societies in these regions. The demand for reassuring identifications grew the more pressing as new social strata achieved their share of economic and political power. Narratives of identification produced and reproduced by historiography were tailored specifically for distinct social groups often using their languages: the vernaculars instead of the universal language of elite education, Latin.

The focus of the volume is on the strategies of identification that individual works developed to balance many alternative modes of identification. Of an eminent interest is the interplay between the languages – in the area under scrutiny that was, apart from Latin, mainly German and Czech. In this interplay, orality and literacy interacted, with mutual effects on each other. The publication offers deep insights in these and related questions and herewith fills a significant scholarly gap.
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This book is a product of the Medieval Biographical Collections working group and will offer a comparative approach to collections of biographical texts emanating from the Buddhist, Christian and Islamic worlds in the period 400-1600 CE. Throughout history, remarkable men and women stood out in a way that triggered an often-complex process of retelling their lives and preserving their memory through written narratives, and could thus become examples and sources of inspiration and identification for communities. This volume looks at instances where such stories were preserved and presented within wider collections of biographies, where they could acquire new meanings and significance within an over-arching narrative. Within a comparative framework, the volume will examine the writing and compilation strategies behind the works, their reception, audience and use, and the contexts and communities that gave rise to them.
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RETHINKING AUTHORITY IN THE CAROLINGIAN EMPIRE
Ideals and Expectations during the Reign of Louis the Pious (813-828)
Rutger Kramer
Amsterdam University Press
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This book sheds new light on the ecclesiastical reforms undertaken under Louis the Pious by combining several different interpretations of the powers and responsibilities of the Carolingian emperors from different vantage points.

By the early ninth century, the Carolingian dynasty ruling over the Frankish Empire had assumed full responsibility for the social, religious and political reforms that had become an integral part of their policy. This became especially clear when, in 813/4, Louis the Pious and his court seized the momentum generated by their predecessors, and broadened the scope of these reforms ever further. Those involved knew they constituted a movement greater than the sum of its parts; the interdependence of imperial authority and ecclesiastical reformers was driven by comprehensive, yet surprisingly diverse expectations.

Taking this diversity as a starting point, this book takes a fresh look at the optimistic years between 813 and 828. Extrapolating from a series of detailed case studies rather than presenting a grand narrative, it offers new interpretations of contemporary theories of reform, and demonstrates how vital it is to take into account the self-awareness of its main instigators as they pondered what it meant to be a good Christian in a good Christian empire.
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In the years 816-819, a series of councils was held at the imperial palace in Aachen. The goal of the meetings was to settle a number of questions about ecclesiastical organisation. These issues were hotly debated throughout the Christian Roman Empire of fourth and fifth centuries, and then reinvigorated by the renewal of empire under Charlemagne and his son Louis the Pious. At the centre of the ensuing debate stood the division between monastic and monastic communities on the one hand, and the so-called clerici canonici and their communities on the other. Many other reforms were proposed in its wake: the position of the episcopacy needed to be renegotiated, the role of the imperial court needed to be consolidated, and the place of every Christian within the renewed Carolingian Church needed to be redefined. What started out as a seemingly straightforward reorganisation of the religious communities that dotted the Frankish ecclesiastical landscape thus quickly turned into a broad movement that necessitated an almost complete reorganisation of the orders of the Church. The contributions to this volume each zoom in on various aspects of these negotiations: their prehistory, their implementation, and their influence. In doing so, previously held assumptions about the scope, the goals, and the impact of the ‘Carolingian Church Reforms’ will be re-assessed as well.
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**STRATEGIES OF IDENTIFICATION**

Ethnicity and Religion in Early Medieval Europe

Walter Pohl, Gerda Heydemann (Eds.)

Cultural Encounters in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages 13

Brepols, Turnhout 2013

http://www.brepols.net/Pages/ShowProduct.aspx?prod_id=8-9782503538411

This volume traces the creation of ethnic and religious identities in the Early Middle Ages in a wide range of sources.

How were identities created in the early Middle Ages and when did they matter? This book explores different types of sources to understand the ways in which they contributed to making ethnic and religious communities meaningful: historiography and hagiography, biblical exegesis and works of theology, sermons and letters. Thus, it sets out to widen the horizon of current debates on ethnicity and identity. The Christianization and dissolution of the Roman Empire had provoked a crisis of traditional identities and opened new spaces for identification. What were the textual resources on which new communities could rely, however precariously? Biblical models and Christian discourses could be used for a variety of aims and identifications, and the volume provides some exemplary analyses of these distinct voices. Barbarian polities developed in a rich and varied framework of textual ‘strategies of identification’. The contributions reconstruct some of this discursive matrix and its development from the age of Augustine to the Carolingians. In the course of this process, ethnicity and religion were amalgamated in a new way that became fundamental for European history, and acquired an important political role in the post-Roman kingdoms. The extensive introduction not only draws together the individual studies, but also addresses fundamental issues of the definition of ethnicity, and of the relationship between discourses and practices of identity. It offers a methodological basis that is valid for studies of identity in general.
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This volume looks at changing identities during the transition from the Roman Empire to a political world defined by different kingdoms and peoples in western Europe. It addresses ‘ethnicity’ in the context of alternative modes of identification, mainly Christianity and Romaness. To widen the horizon of current debates, it shows that the ancient dichotomy between barbarians and Romans is hardly helpful in understanding the complex transitions to a post-imperial age in the West. In a broad sweep of regional examples, from Spain and North Africa to Dalmatia and the British Isles, the book follows the unfolding of Christian and barbarian identities: How were both the Roman and the barbarian past used for the formation and legitimation of new identities?

The ‘scripts of Romaness’ changed in the early Middle Ages, and so did the significance of othering pagans, heretics, or barbarians. The contributions trace the tenacity and the ambiguity of traditional narratives and signs of distinction: manuscripts and material remains, costume and epigraphy, historiography and hagiography were used in creative ways to shape civic, local, or religious communities. Many of the contributions show the fundamental importance of Christian ‘strategies of identification’ for creating a stronger political role for ethnicity in the post-Roman kingdoms. As such, they follow a line of argument that has also been explored in the book’s companion volume in this series, ‘Strategies of Identification: Ethnical and Religious Models of Identity in Early Medieval Europe’ (CELAMA 13).
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This volume deals with some of the earliest histories narrating the past of the new polities that had emerged after 1000 in Northern, East Central and Eastern Europe, as well as in the Adriatic regions. They have often been understood as ‘national histories’, but a closer look brings out the differences in their aims and construction. One question addressed here is to what extent these historians built on models of identification developed in earlier historiography. The volume provides an overview of several fundamental texts in which identities in the new Christian kingdoms were negotiated, and of recent research on these texts.
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A Steppe Empire in Central Europe, 567-822
Walter Pohl
Ithaca: Cornell University Press 2018
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140103214450

The Avars arrived in Europe from the Central Asian steppes in the mid-sixth century CE and dominated much of Central and Eastern Europe for almost 250 years. Fierce warriors and cavalry power brokers, the Avars were more influential and durable than Attila’s Huns, yet have remained hidden in history. Walter Pohl’s epic narrative, translated into English for the first time, restores them to their rightful place in the story of early medieval Europe.

The Avars offers a comprehensive overview of their history, tracing the Avars from the construction of their steppe empire in the center of Europe; their wars and alliances with the Byzantines, Slavs, Lombards, and others; their apex as the first so-called barbarian power to besiege Constantinople (in 626); to their fall under the Frankish armies of Charlemagne and subsequent disappearance as a distinct cultural group. Pohl uncovers the secrets of their society, synthesizing the rich archaeological record recovered from more than 60,000 graves of the period, as well as accounts of the Avars by Byzantine and other chroniclers.

In recovering the story of the fascinating encounter between Eurasian nomads who established an empire in the heart of Europe and the post-Roman Christian cultures of Europe, this book provides a new perspective on the origins of medieval Europe itself.
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This volume studies the social function of historiography in the Justinianic age and the post-Roman kingdoms of the West. The papers explore how writers in Constantinople and in the various kingdoms from Italy to Britain adopted the late antique historiographical traditions and adapted them in response to the new needs and challenges created by the transformation of the political and social order. What was the significance of their choices between different models (or their creation of new ones) for their ‘vision of community’? The volume provides a representative analysis of the historiographical resources of ethnic, political, and religious identifications created in the various Western kingdoms. In doing so, it seeks to understand the extant works as part of a once much wider and more polyphonic historiographical debate.
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**COSMAE PRAGENSIS CHRONICA BOHEMORUM**

The Latin-English bilingual volume presents the text of The Chronicle of the Czechs by Cosmas of Prague. Cosmas was born around 1045, educated in Liège, upon his return to Bohemia, he got married as well as became a priest. In 1086 he was appointed prebendary, a senior member of clergy in Prague. He completed the first book of the Chronicle in 1119, starting with the creation of the world and the earliest deeds of the Czechs up to Saint Adalbert. In the second and third books Cosmas presents the preceding century in the history of Bohemia, and succeeds in reporting about events up to 1125, the year when he died.

The English translation was done by Petra Mutlova and Martyn Rady with the cooperation of Libor Svanda. The introduction and the explanatory notes were written by Jan Hasil with the cooperation of Irene van Rensvoude.
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The authors in this volume have studied the ever-changing perceptions of the End of Time and the Apocalypse from Late Antiquity until the early 21st century. Long associated with specifically biblical themes which were first shaped by the Book of Revelation in the New Testament, the main goal of the contributors has been to trace the social dynamics and discursive strategies behind the different visions of the end times in various eras. Such descriptions and the world-views they exemplified were, after all, important factors in the formation of identities and communities. Ranging from modern times to the early modern, medieval and late antique periods, the socio-cultural approaches pioneered by the contributors take into account questions of medial and representational strategies, as well as the identities and cosmologies that gave rise to the depictions under scrutiny.
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SOUTH ARABIA BETWEEN LATE ANTIQUITY AND EARLY MODERNITY
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SOUTHWEST ARABIA ACROSS HISTORY
Essays to the Memory of Walter Dostal
Andre Gingrich, Siegfried Haas (Eds.)
Sammlung Eduard Glaser
ÖAW Verlag, Wien 2015
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Southwest Arabia across History honors the legacy of Walter Dostal as one of Continental Europe’s most eminent scholars in the fields of social and historical anthropology, by offering innovative contributions in the interdisciplinary fields of South Arabian studies. These texts are presented by experts in pre-Islamic epigraphy and archeology, regional geography and Islamic historical studies, as well as contemporary history and socio-cultural anthropology. They discuss central riddles and key issues in South Arabian studies, such as interrelations between texts and contexts, environment and economy, water management and law, conflict and mediation for peace, or tribalism and state constellations. Beyond its relevance for regional historical and contemporary expertise, this volume also represents a lively and fresh contribution to methods and practices of interdisciplinary in the humanities and the social sciences.
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The main research question addressed in this international comparative analysis of Károly Goda was how to interpret the socio-cultural and political role of late medieval Eucharistic marches in the context of four, Central European, both residential and capital urban communities. One might emphasize in the case of Vienna that concerning the form of Eucharistic processions the regulations and orders of marches always involved acts of power from external authorities imposing their political, social and cultural agenda on non-individualized groups of people. Concerning the Czech cult of the Host, following the Luxemburg-era dynastic grandeur & gloire, in the bi-confessional context of the Prague Cities the strong Utraquist domination after the mid-1430s was later followed by religious modus vivendi during the Catholic Jagellonian dynasty. As Goda’s monograph revealed the Polish late medieval capital, Cracow demonstrated the key role of bishopric and later royal initiatives in establishing & maintaining the cult of Corpus Christi highlighting key political interests in Catholic forms. Finally, in the case of the Kingdom of Hungary in the city of Buda secular civic and royal intentions had by the 1420s inscribed their agendas into the religious cult. The form of the processional veneration of the Host was, among others, mobilised for unifying the Latin and Greek Christian churches, fighting against the Czech Hussite movement and facing the growing Islamic threat of the Ottoman Empire.
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In his monograph Károly Goda put under intensive and curious academic scrutiny the uniqueness of the institutional local politics and elite formation patterns of the town of Sopron/Ödenburg in the contexts of the medieval and Renaissance Holy Roman Empire and the Kingdom of Hungary. As his study surprisingly revealed the structure of internal and successive power relations showed an unprecedented variety of different patterns. The turn of the 15th–16th centuries for example demonstrated a manifold pluralistic world of local internal power relations. Finally, the local civic elite was almost always at least partially open to integrate successful local craftsmen and highly ambitious new-comers. The latter features provided Sopron/Ödenburg a special position in the urban elite-formation phenomena within the Carpathian basin, which at the local level of the Western-Hungarian town preceded, in a sense even prepared the economic and cultural success of the early 17th-century “golden era”.
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This book portrays a little-known phenomenon in Bohemian cultural and political history — the visual culture that grew up in the environment of Reformation churches in Bohemia from the time of the Hussites until the defeat of the Estates by the Habsburg coalition at White Mountain in 1620. It provides the first comprehensive overview of a forgotten era of artistic production over a period of approximately two hundred years, when most of the population of Bohemia professed non-Catholic faiths.

During the 15th and 16th centuries a unique situation arose in Bohemia, with five main Christian denominations (Utraquists, Lutherans, the Unity of Brethren, Calvinists, and Catholics) gradually coming to function alongside each other, with a number of other religious groups also active. The main churches, which had a fundamental influence on political stability in the state, were the majority Utraquists and the minority Catholics. Yet the essays of this book establish that despite the particularities of the Bohemian situation, the religious trends of Bohemia were an integral part of the process of Reformation across Europe.

Featuring over fifty illustrations including manuscript illumination, panel painting, and architecture, the book also presents the surviving cultural products of the four non-Catholic Christian denominations, ranging from the more moderate to radical Reformation cultures. The book also analyses the attitudes of these denominations to religious representations, and illuminates their uses of visual media in religious and confessional communication. The book thus opens up both the Reformation culture of Bohemia and its artistic heritage to an international audience.
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CONCEPTS OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION PROVIDE AN EXPLANATORY FRAMEWORK FOR DISCUSSING SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS OF COMMUNITY IN LATE MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN TOWNS, INCLUDING REFORMATION AND COUNTER REFORMATION. THIS BOOK EXAMINES THE ROLE OF IMAGES AND VISUAL REPRESENTATION BY FOCUSING ON THE VARIETIES OF SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATION IN TOWNS THAT MADE A RANGE OF RELATIONSHIPS VISUAL: THE STATUS AND ROLE OF URBAN CIVIC, PROFESSIONAL, AND RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES AND THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TOWN AND ITS LORD OR POWERFUL FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS. THE GEOGRAPHICAL FRAMEWORK OF THIS BOOK IS THE REGION IN THE FORMER HABSBURG COUNTRIES NORTH OF THE DANUBE RIVERembracing the region between western Bohemia and what is today eastern Slovakia, including the borderland towns of northern Austria. Two studies focus on specific local and occupational communities in the Prague towns, but most of the texts in this book focus on small towns by contemporary European standards in which many forms of urban topography, buildings, objects, and monuments survive, even though few written sources have been preserved. Accessing a wide range of literature in regional languages and German for English speakers, this collection describes typical urban landscapes in early modern Central Europe outside the well-known Central European urban centers and traditional areas of study.

The book is a relevant new contribution to medieval and early modern studies, not only covering an underappreciated geographical area but also addressing general questions about the history of rituals and performance as well as visual culture, communication, and identity discourses in late medieval and early modern urban space.
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The religious ethos of late medieval people involved serious concern for the fate of their souls after death. Beyond the general strategies for reaching eternal life, several factors affected the means that community members selected to reach this spiritual end. The overall goal of this new study on the religious life of late medieval German-speaking Pressburg (Pozsony, today Bratislava) is to highlight what the testamentary ‘pro anima’ bequests reflect about the religious thinking of 15th-and early 16th-century Pressburg people and how their wills expressed religiosity in general. To provide a broader base for interpreting the wills, other types of sources and data from art history and archaeology were also incorporated. Another, indirect, objective is to offer a tool for comparison with other European urban communities. Since wills are universal sources and they have been widely researched by Western scholars from the point of view of religiosity in general, they represent excellent vehicles for comparing different regions in medieval Europe. By revealing similarities and dissimilarities, Pressburg can be firmly situated on the wider European religious landscape, and through it a window can also be opened on the piety and church life of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary.
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Il volume analizza la dimensione comunitaria di Spalato nel pieno Quattrocento (1420-1479), secondo una struttura a spirale che, muovendo dal basso verso l'alto, si occupa nella sua prima parte delle strutture di base della società spalatina, dalla famiglia sino alle comunità di lavoro e alle confraternite di sostegno e di mutua cooperazione; nella seconda, delle comunità di diritto, in particolare i nobili, i popolani, i cittadini e i forestieri; nella terza del comune (e delle sue strutture), inteso quale momento primario di unificazione e sintesi in un ente politico-istituzionale legittimo, inclusivo e solidale delle tante communitates di cui la communitas spalatina era formata. Nella quarta e ultima parte del volume si sofferma, infine, sulla forza e la pervasività delle relazioni intercomunitarie, delle reti informali e dei legami alternativi di solidarietà, al fine di evidenziare il grado di commistione e vischiosità delle strutture di afferenza e identificazione, anche in una società all'apparenza così severamente strutturata in termini di appartenenze comunitarie come quella di Spalato del pieno Quattrocento.
Il volume tratta la dimensione comunitaria dello Stato e della società veneziana, rintracciando le strutture, i progetti e le prassi della vita comunitaria nel Commonwealth marciaco.
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È stato un rapporto particolarmente stretto quello che per oltre un millennio ha legato la Repubblica di Venezia e la Dalmazia. Un rapporto che, proprio a causa della particolare vicinanza, fu segnato ripetutamente anche da tensioni. Fu la caduta della Serenissima e il sorgere nazionalismo a trasformare la Dalmazia da un territorio di complessa simbiosi culturale in un’area di conflitti nazionali e contrapposizione etnica.

Le modificazioni nel rapporto tra Venezia e la Dalmazia si riflettono particolarmente anche nella storiografia. Proprio negli ultimi anni si è verificato però un forte cambiamento: il dialogo tra storici croati e italiani si è intensificato e sono stati resi accessibili nuovi filoni di ricerca, nei quali si stanno impegnando alcuni dei massimi esperti croati e italiani che intendono mettere in luce questioni di fondamentale importanza della storia della Dalmazia sotto il dominio veneziano (dal Quattrocento al Settecento).
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The Ottoman conquest of the Balkans constitutes a major change in European history. Scholarship on the topic is extensive, yet the evidence produced by decades of research is very scattered and lacking comprehensive synthesis, not to mention consensual interpretation. Although major political and military milestones seem to have been investigated thoroughly, there is a notable absence of more theoretical and interpretative approaches that overarching the entire phenomenon rather than merely individual aspects. Scholars have hitherto addressed the topic from various perspectives and employing a wide range of methods, but Byzantine studies, Ottoman studies, Eastern Mediterranean studies and national historiographies in the Balkan countries have yet to establish either a coherent collaboration or a consistent model of interpretation. This volume therefore rather aims at opening and structuring a new heuristic approach and at coordinating a field of studies that is of crucial importance for understanding change in European history.
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The Ottoman conquest of the Balkans constitutes a major change in European history. Scholarship on the topic is extensive, yet the evidence produced by decades of research is very scattered and lacking comprehensive synthesis, not to mention consensual interpretation. Although major political and military milestones seem to have been investigated thoroughly, there is a notable absence of more theoretical and interpretative approaches that overarching the entire phenomenon rather than merely individual aspects. Scholars have hitherto addressed the topic from various perspectives and employing a wide range of methods, but Byzantine studies, Ottoman studies, Eastern Mediterranean studies and national historiographies in the Balkan countries have yet to establish either a coherent collaboration or a consistent model of interpretation. This volume therefore rather aims at opening and structuring a new heuristic approach and at coordinating a field of studies that is of crucial importance for understanding change in European history.
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Starting with the middle of the first millennium South Asia saw the emergence and rise of Tantrism within all major religious traditions, a development that resulted in the production of a rich textual corpus expounding the ritual and philosophical systems of Śaivism, the Vaishnava Pāñcarātra, the Buddhist Mantrayāna, and Jaina Tantra. Despite the fact that tantric traditions grew to become such an integral part of the religious landscape of early medieval South, South-East and East Asia, the social reality of how these initiatory groups were organized on the ground and concretely interfaced with the wider community of non-initiates or with competing traditions during this period is still little understood. This is partly due to the fact that the surviving tantric textual sources are prescriptive in nature, propagating an idealistic vision of their position in society and rarely addressing questions of social relevance. This volume aims to overcome this methodological challenge and traces indicators that inadvertently provide some insights into socio-religious history of the emergence and institutionalization of these traditions in different literary genres, including tantric scriptures, ritual manuals, philosophical treatises and commentaries as well as non-tantric sources that contain representations of tantric communities such as the Purāṇas. In addition, some contributions complement text-based approaches with field studies and art historical analyses. The themes of the volume include the development of tantric rituals and symbols in relation to the political sphere, the domain of social ritual as an indicator of the various degrees tantric communities were socially integrated at a given place or time, specific points of interface between initiatory and lay communities, and the modalities of the construction of broad as well as specific ‘confessional’ tantric identities.
LIBERATING THE LIBERATED
Early Śaiva Tantric Death Rites
Nina Mirnig
Vienna: Austrian Academy of Sciences Press 2019

This volume examines the formation and development of Śaiva tantric funerary practices (antyeṣṭi) and rituals of post-mortem ancestor worship (śrāddha) as preserved in the earliest extant strata of textual sources. These tantric scriptures and ritual manuals of the Śaiva Siddhānta cover a period from about the 5th to the 12th century CE. A close analysis of individual texts shows how the incorporation of death rites into the tantric repertoire was directly linked to the tradition’s development from one focused on private worship and limited to ascetics living outside society to a dominant religion throughout the Indic world. A focal point of the study is how, in this process, Śaiva ritual specialists catered to initiates who were established in the brahmanical householder society, with their death rites essentially coming to serve as the model for Śaiva equivalents. To make these rites more meaningful in terms of Śaiva doctrine, cremation and post-mortem ancestor worship were redefined as a means for liberating the deceased person’s soul, this through its funerary initiation and subsequent worship in manifestations of increasingly potent forms of Śiva.

The book first introduces the socio-historical context of early Śaivism, and then in five chapters traces the development of Śaiva funerary rites in the available text sources, examining also the extent to which Śaiva propagators were willing to tolerate doctrinal compromises to be able to include a wider clientele. The appendices contain editions and annotated translations of the passages on cremation and post-mortem ancestor worship from the pre-9th century tantric scriptures Śvāyambhuvasūtrasaṃgraha 22.9–20, Sarvajñānottara 12 and 13, and Kiraṇa 60 and 61, as well as the chapters on cremation and post-mortem ancestor worship in the 12th-century South-Indian ritual manual Jhānaratnāvali.
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